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ABSTRACT

The mechanism of tool wear when milling titanium was
investigated. The dominant tool wear was caused by chipping
damage of the tool edge. This chipping is due to a
fluctuating force on the tool edge caused by. segmental chip
formation.

The possibility of entry shock damage to the tool was
disproven as studies of the entry condition show there to be
a gradual loading on the tool.

The use of a viscous lubricant when milling was found
to increase the tool life with carbide tools by a factor of
ten over dry cuts at a speed of 360 SFPM. The usefulness of
the lubricant was due to the reduction of forces on the
tool. The lubricant also changed the friction conditions on
the tool rake face which in turn changed the chip formation
from segmental to a continuous chip. No reduction of
cutting temperatures with lubrication was observed.

High speed tests run with cubic boron nitride tools
show that cutting forces above 1000 SFPM begin to decrease
and are 60% lower at 2500 SFPM than at 1000 SFPM.
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Chapter I

Introduction

Since the 1950's, titanium has become a major

constituent of aircraft. With the increased usage of -the

material has come the need to machine at ever increasing

speeds. Unfortunately, severe limitations are encountered

to the point where no significant increases in cutting

speeds have been realized since the original tool life

studies in the fifties.

One obstacle encountered in machining titanium is that

its crystal structure is hexagonal close packed. This is

detrimental because of the lack of slip planes within the

lattice. The other material property which causes extreme

problems is the low thermal conductivity of titanium. This

results in heat being concentrated in the critical tool-chip

zone with no possible coolant effectiveness. Also it has

been found in turning operations that titanium has a high

chemical reactivity with most tool materials.

The result of the HCP structure and the low

conductivity is that the chip formed is a segmented chip.

This type of chip formation results in a fluctuation in

cutting forces on the contact area. The- result is that the

edge of the cutting tool fails due to fatigue at the cutting

edge in milling. This is evident from the chipped edge



where the depth of chipping correlates directly with the

segmentation spacing distance.

All tool life tests performed in this study were

milling tests, as the milling of titanium forgings is the

main interest at the present time. In these tests, the

dominant mode of tool wear was always chipping of the edge.

The study proceeded in two modes. First, tests were

run to gain an understanding of the various cutting

parameters on chip formation, tool life, cutting forces, and

cutting temperatures. Second, an investigation into the

possible benefits of cutting lubrication was performed.

The use of a suitable lubricant proved to have the most

possibility of increasing cutting speeds while maintaining

acceptable tool life. By use of a viscous lubricating

grease, the use of carbide cutters at high speeds appears

feasible if lubrication can be continuous. The tests run

allowed carbide insert cutters to be run at 360.SFPM without

significant wear. The possible explanation of the large

increase in tool life caused by use of viscous lubrication

was investigated with particular focus on the tool entry

conditions.
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Chapter II

- Background

Although many works allude to the optimization of

machining titanium, the astute reader will discover that

only a few enlighten the subject. The majority of works are

tool wear studies which do not address the fundamentally

different nature of titanium from more common metals such as

steel or aluminum. Titanium has two distinct features which

must always be addressed. First, titanium has a HCP crystal

structure which severely limits the number of slip planes

available. Second, titanium has an extremely low thermal

conductivity. These two negative attributes set up

machining conditions which produce a segmented chip

formation that causes severe machining conditions.

Mechanics of Chip Formation

A knowledge of conventional, continuous chip formation

mechanics is required to understand the complex, segmented

titanium chip. Merchant's original study of the continuous

chip provides a basis for comparision to the segmented chip

[l]. Merchant modelled the chip formation process as a

stack of cards being individually moved as a cutting tool

advances [see figure 2-1]. Merchant based' all of his

calculations on the premise that the work material between

the tool and the shear plane has sufficient strength to
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transmit the shear force required from the tool face to the

shear plane. His calculations then predicted the shear

angle from the friction angle and the rake angle based on

the principle of minimum energy. The other foremost work

was Lee and Shaffers slipline field solution approach to

machining [2]. They assumed that the material between the

tool and shear plane behaved as ideal rigid-perfectly

plastic material. However, they further assumed that the

principal stress direction coincides with the resultant of

the normal and friction forces on the rake face and that the

shear plane coincides with the maximum shear stress

direction (at 45 degrees to the resultant). The two

theories provide practical lower and upper bounds on the

shear angle in producing a continuous chip [11]. Lee and

Shaffer predict an upper bound on forces while Merchant

provides a lower bound on forces.

Titanium forms a segmented chip at all conventional

speeds, thus the simplistic shear zone slipping model must

be drastically altered. Figure 2-1 shows the various

classifications pictorially. The segmented chip differs

from a discontinuous chip in that the segmental chip has a

region of intensely sheared material connecting the

segments, which can transmit loads. In contrast, the

discontinuous chip's segments are fractured apart. Only

recently has the segmented chip formation process been

extensively dealt with. Komanduri and von Turkovich

modelled the segmentation formation process as a two stage
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process [3]. In Figure 2-2, the first stage may be modelled

as a wedge of material going through an upsetting process.

Almost simultaneously, there is very concentrated shearing

occurring along the line 2-3. This produces the segmented

chip which consists of large regions of relatively

undeformed material separated by bands of intense shear.

Due to the small deformation in the segments, the chip

thickness will be about the same as the depth of cut. The

upsetting process rolls/flattens material over the tool face

such that contact length increases until shearing occurs.

This in turn causes a sudden force fluctuation from a peak

value to a minimum value(see Chapter 7). The rapid force

fluctuation causes a hammering on the tool face at the tool

tip in the contact area. A particular thermal effect also

appears, since the newly sheared material is rolled onto the

tool face and has a short time of non-sliding contact. This

allows time for chemical wear as well as thermal softening

of the tool. Titanium's low thermal conductivity contains

the heat generated by shearing at the shear zone.-

Although the geometry described by Cook and others for

a discontinuous chip appears similar to the segmented chip,

it is a low speed phenomenon and no correlation exists [8].

Since titanium exhibits a segmented chip formation even at

low speeds a significant visual study was made by Cook [9].

At the lowest speeds (one inch per minute), a discontinuous

chip was produced. An increase in speed produced a

continuous chip for a very.small speed range. At all higher
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speeds, the chip became segmented. Komanduri attributes

this segmentation to the HCP structure with its limited slip

planes and the low thermal conductivity which causes the

shear localization [10].

Cook noted that the segmented chip occurs when cutting

high-strength,low thermal conductivity materials such as

titanium and zirconium [4]. Komanduri has noted that the

segmented chip occurs with nickel-iron based superalloys and

hardened steels at high speeds. He also observed that in

other steels, with very high speed, the chip formation

changes from continuous to segmented formation [5]. Once

segmentation begins, segment size appears to be independent

of speed. The onset of what is coined adiabatic shear

(segmentation) occurs with increasing cutting speed when

machining metals. Recht observed that titanium formed a

segmented chip at speeds lower than 1. SFPM for certain

tooling geometry [6]. Recht also found that the distance

between shear zones stabilized, while a further increase in

cutting velocity caused a decrease in the shear zone

thickness. Since this catastrophic shear zone is heat

generating, the process will become increasingly adiabatic

at higher speeds. Both Recht and von Turkovich have

proposed that the segmentation will commence for a given

material at a given strain rate when the slope of the true

stress-strain curve becomes zero [6,7] [see figure 2-3]. At

this point on the graph, thermal softening effects are equal

to the work hardening effects.
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Von Turkovich also states that "the transitions from

one type of chip to the other are an indication that the

process of chip formation has several levels of metastable

equilibrium, where the change from one mode of deformation

to the other is conditioned by the metallugical as well as

mechanical factors" (see Chapter 9 and Fig.9-4).

Reiterating, the tool will sustain damage from the

force fluctuations during segmental chip formation. All the

earlier tests showed the need for rigid machines and use of

high feeds and low (or negative) rake angles. The peak

force encountered during segmental chip formation will be

less than or equal to the force predicted for continuous

chip formation using Merchant's minimum energy principle

analysis [11.

Fersing and Smith performed very rigorous tests using

geometries, speeds and use of coolants and lubricants [14].

Their lathe tests showed that the use of negative rake

angles, high feeds, and tough carbides gave the best tool

life. They maximized tool life for their specific

conditions, which is a necessary trend because of the

instability of the process. Each individual application may

be different and small changes in parameters may produce

large variations. For example Vaughn showed the effect of

machine rigidity in his study and then developed a optimum

peak feed for his set up [15].
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Hill and Maxson reported that an increase in feed at

all speeds gave -them increased tool life (also lower rake

angles increased tool life) [16,25]. This seems a little

too unbounded, but within certain ranges of their equipment

limits, this could be possible. There is presumed to be a

direct correlation between optimum feed and the rigidity of

the set up,with rigidity providing the limiting factor. The

feed and rake angle are the governing parameters of the

segmentation spacing (see Chapter 3). An MIT study noted

the feed dependence, showing that the segment spacing was

approximately equal to the feed (or uncut chip thickness)

[17]. If larger segments are produced two advantages are

realized. First, the frequency of impacts is decreased;

and second, the contact area is increased such that forces

are less concentrated at the tool tip.

Other Tool Wear Mechanisms

The other mechanical damage of tools, which is apparent

in milling, is the welding of the chip to the tool during

exit [18,19,22,26,27]. This, in turn, breaks off sections

off the tool edge on entry.

It should be mentioned that in tests at speeds around

200.SFPM the dominant form of tool wear for milling is

chipping of the edge while in turning tests at the same

speed cratering (chemical and abrasive wear) dominates

[20,23].
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This is presumed to be due to the continuously changing

chip thickness in milling which produces a continuously

varying contact length and constantly moving region of

maximum temperature. This will decrease chemical wear which

is temperature dependent, and abrasive wear which is

controlled by rubbing area and thermal softening. At higher

cutting speeds using cubic boron nitride (CBN) tooling in

turning tests, crater wear dominates as the major wear

mechanism. In Stelson's tests on titanium at high speeds

[21], he cited flank wear as the dominant factor, but the

author believes he did not look for crater wear. Almost all

industrial tool tests have been run using flank wear as the

tool life criterion. Unfortunately, they ignore chipping

and crater wear. Clearly, all three wear conditions must be

monitored along with any temperature variations resulting

from cutting parameter variations. The present speed limit

is fixed by the inability of presently available tool

materials to withstand the higher temperatures generated.

The rolling (flattening) of the newly sheared chip

surface against the tool, and the low thermal conductivity

and high strength of titanium, establishs higher

temperatures during machining of titanium than for other

metals at the same speed. Smart and Trent recorded the

temperatures as well as observing that the highest

temperatures closer to the cutting edge [24]. Since this is

also the region where the mechanical wear is the greatest,

the situation is considerably worsened.
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The possible solutions to improve tool life are; to

change chip formation, reduce cutting temperatures, or

invent the invincible tool material.

Friction and Lubrication

The use of an effective lubricant has been shown to

produce a continuous chip at low speeds [9]. Unfortunately,

any lubricant application becomes less effective as speed is

increased [283. Also, the additional wiping action when a

segmented chip is formed reduces the chance of a stable

boundary lubrication layer. Research was conducted to find

lubricants which work with titanium under normal slidihg

conditions [29,30,31,323. In these tests, Rabinowicz

documented that titanium has a -tendency toward strong

adherence to other metals during dry rubbing with a transfer

of titanium to the other metal surface, but that metal

transfer between two titanium pieces was much less. This

trend would predict that a layer of titanium would build up

on the tool. Hartung noted such a layer when using a

diamond tool to cut titanium [20]. Komanduri also noted

this transferring mechanism as having an effect of lowering

friction by the formation of a thin Ti-Oxide layer acting as

a lubricant [783. If a static layer of titanium is formed,

this must provide some protection to the tool.

The hammering of the segments still being formed due to

high friction will offset most of the effects of the smeared

titanium layer on the tool. The idea of using solid

lubricants which might circumvent the wiping effect has been
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investigated. Koury et al showed that no significant

benefit could be. gained by using solid lubricants when

machining titanium [33]. Cook et al had success at speeds

around 120 SFPM using electroplating of softer materials on

to the tool surface during the non-cutting portion of a

milling operation [41]. Unfortunately, the data at higher

speeds was, at best, inconclusive. Although successes with

solid lubicants were realized when machining steel, the data

can not be extrapolated to titanium applications [34,35].

To form a continuous chip, the tool-chip interface

friction must be below a certain level. Since no present

application methods can maintain lubrication continuously,

this transition level is not available.

Rabinowicz ran extensive wear tests to determine a

suitable lubricant for titanium [36]. Although these tests

were basic slider rubbing tests which were run at low speeds

[2.ft/min] and low force [2.2 lb load on a 1/4 inch dia.

rod rider], the data should be transferable' to metal

cutting. Two points of interest were made: first,

"commercial liquid lubricants that are easily adsorbed on

other metals are not effective in reducing the coefficent of

friction (.49) of clean titanium on titanium.", and second

"solid lubricants are ineffective because they are weakly

bonded to the metal and are easily pushed aside." The tests

showed that mineral oils were ineffective while long carbon

chain compounds provided the best lubrication with the best

effect caused by halogenating every other carbon. Two other
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observations of Rabinowicz were that higher viscosity fluids

had the lower friction coefficients, and lubricants diluted

with EP additives or water are useless as the lubricating

properties are rapidly lost. Ishibashi and Katsuki ran

cutting tests to investigate extreme pressure additives and

the effect of water dilution on cutting oils [37J. They

reported that even small amounts of water increased the tool

wear drastically. They also reported that the extreme

pressure additives when combined with mineral oils had

little benefit. The detrimental effect of water-based oil

lubricants was also cited by Sakumo and Fujita in their

tests conducted on carbides and titanium [383.

The first indication that a viscous heavy lubricant

should be used for milling titanium was found in McGee's

report to DARPA of July,81 [39J. He ran tests using

aluminum oxide- coated tools, which other test reports have

indicated to be a poor choice [20,74]. McGee reported a

significant increase in tool life. The other departure from

the norm was the use of 'Trim Tap Heavy' as a lubricant,

allowi-ng a speed increase from 185 SFPM to 366 SFPM for the

same tool life.

Although viscosity is important, other aspects enter,

perhaps of most importance is chemical reactivity. With

boundary lubricated sliding, as probably occurs at the

tool-chip interface, synthetic lubricants such as silicone

are almost completely useless, while polar and fatty acid

lubricants tend to bond to the surfaces [40].
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This preceding discussion becomes purely academic

unless a method of effectively continuously lubricating the

tool-chip interface becomes availible. Horne et al ran

tests with transparent sapphire tools, making observations

during steady state turning operations [42]. They noted

that liquid lubricants did not penetrate to the primary

contact area, but the lubrication did reduce the

chip-tool interaction further back on the tool face. The

intermittent milling process does allow application at

entry. It is therefore apparent that milling -allows a very

special case of contact area lubrication at tool entry.

Special Tool Design

The only possible method of continuously lubricating

the contact area would be with a continuously rotating tool

which can draw lubricant into the contact area. A rotating

tool was originally developed at MIT in the 50's [43]. The

basic principle is that the tool-chip friction wear is

reduced as the friction force is simply used to turn the

tool. A special bearing was developed to handle the load

and heat dissipation [44]. Recent experiments with rotary

tools have shown that higher speeds are possible when

cutting titanium, while still preserving tool life

[45,46,47]. The DARPA report cites a three-fold increase in

speed when running milling tests on titanium. All these

tests were run dry since the tool was self-propelled by the

friction.
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We speculate , if lubricant was applied while using a

rotary tool, the- tool would only rotate when friction was

present due to lack of lubricant on the rake face. Thus the

friction would cause the tool to rotate, drawing more

lubricant on to the rake face as needed.

The other special tooling concept which is currently

receiving attention is the ledge tool [48,49]. This design

allows for flank wear or presumably chipping damage of the

edge while still maintaining roughing tolerances. Its

usefulness is limited to very specific geometries and low

tool forces.

As previously mentioned, the segmentation spacing of

the chip will be a direct function of feed and rake angle.

Contact length will be similarly governed. Work has been

done with controlled/restricted contact length tools for

machining steel. Trigger's study's conclusions had benefits

of lower cutting temperature, longer tool life, reduced

power consumption, and improved lubrication effectiveness

[503. DeChiffre also had increased lubrication

effectiveness [51]. Pearse realized a reduction in

vibration problems, particularly with heavy feeds [52].

This could be applied to titanium, because of the contact

length (segmentation spacing) dependence on feed and rake

angle. At present no work in this area appears to have been

done.

Temperature
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The final aspect of titanium to be reviewed , is the

high temperature present during machining. The two sources

of heat generation are the shear zone and the friction zone

of which only the friction can be reduced. Barrow in his

review of temperature measurement methods, states that the

tool-chip interface temperature reaches steady state

conditions very rapidly [53]. Titanium 6Al-4V has a very

low thermal conductivity of 63. Cal/Cm-Hr-OC as compared to

steel. For example, the thermal conductivity of AISI4340 is

363. Cal/cm-hr-OC. Thus the heat generated from

deformation will be concentrated in the shear zones. -As

compared to -steel cutting a greater percentage of the heat

will be conducted away through the cutting tool [78]. Any

use of water-based coolants will cause thermal shock to

carbide tools [39]. It would appear that proper lubrication

holds the best solution for increasing tool life by reducing

friction and the corresponding heat generated.
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Chapter III

Experimentation

The experimental work was performed on either an engine

lathe or on a horizontal universal milling machine. The

major emphasis was to improve tool life during milling

operations as this is the present concern with the aircraft

industry.

The work material for all tests was titanium 6%

aluminum 4% vanadium. The pieces used for the .milling tests

where pieces cut from landing beam forgings for Boeing 747

aircraft. The pieces used in the lathe tests were

commercial cold rolled stock.

The milling tests were run on a Cincinnati 3

Horizontal Universal Mill [see Fig. 3-1]. The cutter body

used for all tool life tests was a Sandvik T-Max R215.5-332

end mill [see Figure 3-2]. This Sandvik cutter has a 1.26

inch cutter diameter and uses two TPG-322 positive

triangular inserts. The test for tool life were all

peripheral down (climb) milling. To save test material the

depth of cut was .200 inch and the width of cut was .100

inch. The test rpm was 1045 which corresponds to 345.

SFPM, and the table feed was 12.375 inch/min which

translates to a feed rate of .006 inch per tooth.
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The original tool life goal was to machine off 30.0

linear feet of material, i.e. 15 feet per tooth before tool

changing was necessary. Three modes of failure were looked

for: flank wear, crater wear, and chipping of the cutting

edge. In all milling tests, the dominant *mode of tool

failure was edge chipping. Some flank wear due to rubbing

was observed while no cratering was found. Therefore edge

chipping was used as the tool life criterion and the tests

were halted when the edge showed signs of chipping. Any

chipping rapidly caused further chipping of-the tool edge

and total break-down of the edge.

After some preliminary tests on tool grades, the tool

grade selected was Kennametal K8735. This is the grade

recommended by Kennametal for milling titanium. It is

formulated for resistance to edge deformation. This grade

was available from stock with precision ground edges or with

an 110 land ground on. Some specially ground inserts having

a 50 land were prepared by Lovejoy Tool Co. These various

lands give effective radial rake angles of -1.76 0 ,-6.76*,and

-13.760 corresponding to lands of 00,50, and -110

respectively.

Baseline tests were run using -the 110 land inserts.

These tests were run dry. Using the aforementioned

conditions, after 3 feet of cutting the tool had sustained

substantial damage to the edge [see Fig. 3-3]. The test

was run up to 12 feet of cutting, at which point the entire

edge was chipped off to an approximate depth of .005 inch
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from the original edge.

Another problem which causes significant tool damage

when cutting dry is that the chip welds to the tool on

cutter exit. The chip in turn gets knocked off upon

re-entry, carrying tool material away with it. This effect

occurs progressively more as the tool dulls and chips.

A dramatic improvement in tool life was obtained by

applying lithium grease ahead of the cutter path on the

workpiece. With the grease application, the tools were run

for 30 linear feet with no significant tool wear resulting

[see Fig. 3-4]. Although some local chipping did occur,

the grease minimized the effect and further growth of the

chipped region did not occur. The other effect of the

grease was the elimination of the welding of the chip.

With these preliminary results, the lubrication effects

were studied, the methods used being force measurement,tool

life, chip morphology, temperature measurement, and entry

conditions. These will be individually addressed in

following sections.

The lathe tests were performed to try to establish

actual cutting parameter effects rather than improving tool

life. The lathe used was an American Pacemaker engine lathe

with an infinitely adjustable RPM selection [see Figure

3-5]. All tests were run at a cutting depth of .100 inch

while speed and feed were varied according to selected

values. Various tooling was used, the four tool holders
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were 1) Kennametal SNG -432 holder having 15' lead angle and

-6' side rake angle, 2+3) Kennametal TPG-322 and TNG-322

turning tools having 0' lead angle and +5' and -6' side rake

angle respectively, and 4) Kennametal RNG-43 round tool

holder having -6' rake angle. All lathe tool inserts were

Kennametal K-68 grade unless otherwise noted.

Data acquisition was done through use of a Tektronix

7584 digital oscilloscope with amplification of signals

using a Analog Devices 606J instrumentation amplifier [see

Figure 3-6]. Traces were recorded on Polaroid film.
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Chapter IV

Temperatures In Machining Titanium

The low thermal conductivity of titanium gave an

additional emphasis to study the temperatures generated in

machining titanium. The heat generated in machining is due

to the deformation process and the friction caused by

tool/chip rubbing.

To investigate the effect of lubricants and coolants

the temperature was monitored using the tool-chip

thermocouple technique. The physical theory behind this

method can best be reviewed in Roeser's paper

"Thermoelectric Thermometry" [54]. The resulting effect is

that if two dissimilar metals are in contact and a

temperature gradient exists at their interface relative to

the surrounding environment, a thermal EMF will be generated

and this measurable voltage will describe the temperature at

the interface.

Boston and Gilbert did some of the original work in

measuring cutting temperatures. They varied the tool

geometry and noted the temperature. Of interest was the

result that a positive increase in rake angle resulted in

lower temperatures. This corresponds to decreasing the

friction on the tool face [55).
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Trigger ran tests to assess the validity of

thermocouple temperature measurements [58,59J. Of most

concern are two potential problems. The first concerns the

calibration of the thermocouple due to the dissimilarity of

temperature gradients between cutting and calibration. The

second concern was the effect of use of carbides from

different manufacturing batches. Either of these could

cause false conclusions to be drawn. Trigger ran tests on a

lathe using various cutting conditions, tool geometries and

workpiece hardnesses. After correcting the calibration

problems, the measurements Trigger recorded for the various

parameters showed that temperature increased with increases

in speed, feed, and hardness of the workpiece. Temperature

also increased as the rake angle was decreased from positive

to negative. Trigger noted that the more negative the rake

angle used, the faster the temperature increased with the

same increase in speed. He observed that the temperature

increased as the depth of cut was increased up to .100 inch.

Further increases in depth of cut up to .150 inch did not

increase the temperature further.

One of the most exhaustive studies relating temperature

effects was Chao and Trigger's study "Cutting Temperatures

and Metal-Cutting Phenomena" [61J. The major effect noted

was the tool-chip contact area and its relation to

temperature and cutting velocity. They observed that as

velocity was increased, contact area was reduced and the

heat zone (contact area) was concentrated with resulting
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higher temperatures. They also noted that the friction

coefficent increased as temperature decreased.

Many analyses of the heat generated in metal cutting

have been done, the majority being refinements of a general

case done by Chao and Trigger for a type 2 continuous chip

[56]. They did a solution for the model of cutting where

the energy (heat) is generated in two regions , in the shear

zone due to plastic deformation and along the tool face due

to the tool-chip friction. Chao and Trigger made various

assumptions which others then altered for future models.

The most noteworthy was the Loewen and Shaw analysis [57].

Their analysis noted that the most important thermal

parameters are the thermal conductivity and the volume

specific heat of the workpiece. They observed higher

temperatures when machining titanium. The analysis of

temperatures was extended to the peripheral milling case by

McFeron and Chao [60]. All of these theoretical studies did

correlate to experimental results.

The basic problem is not, however, to predict cutting

temperatures, but rather to investigate the possibility of

reducing the temperature. Smart and Trent noted that when

machining titanium higher temperatures are generated at

lower speeds as compared to the machining of steel and that

the temperature profile is concentrated near the cutting

edge [24]. As noted earlier, this is caused in part by the

segmented deformation process. The contact area of critical

concern is approximately equal to the feed, where the
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sheared region of the chip is rolled on to the tool. Since

titanium can not absorb/conduct the heat from the sheared

zone, it will be conducted into the tool at this region of

maximum stress. The only possible reduction in temperature

would come from reduction of friction at the tool-chip

interface.

Temperature Tests

To investigate the influence of lubrication-coolant,

tests were run using the tool-chip thermocouple method.

First, tests were run to see if any reduction

temperature was possible using various types of coolant

applicators. Several different applications were tried

in
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traces for the four conditions shown, it can be seen that no

significant differences in the traces can be seen. The

photo which shows all four traces together best illustrates

the uniformity present. If any difference can be noted, it

is that the temperature traces for the cuts with an air jet

directed at the tool had 20 degrees C higher temperatures

[see Table 4-1]. This could be due to the jet of air

disturbing the normal air currents from the cutter rotation.

It will be stated that the thermocouple does not have enough

resolution to allow making any other differentiations

(resolution approximately 15 degrees C.).

One important point the data shows is that steady state

conditions are 'reached in approximately 400 msec. (or 5

segmented chip sections). This directly correlates to the

time to reach maximum force (see chapter 6 and 7). It is

presumed that the chip formation process has a transient

start- up corresponding to this time span.

A significant difference was originally thought to

exist between milling temperatures and turning temperatures

because of the non-correlation between temperature data

gathered at equivalent cutting speeds in a previous project

(see ref. [20]) and this study's milling- temperature data.

The problem lies in the distinct differences in chip

geometry and in tool geometry. First, if data from milling

and turning are to be compared, one must make sure that the

average thicknesss of the milling chip ( not the maximum

chip thickness), is the same as in turning. This insures
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that the heat generated due to shearing and plastic

deformation will -be the same. Second, the tool geometry

must be the same, as secondary rubbing on the flank as well

as rake angle can have significant effects on the

temperature. Also the use of down milling reduces flank

rubbing as well.

To apply these criteria, the milling machine was set up

with a 2. inch cutter having a radial rake angle of zero

degrees at 445 RPM, 9.875 in/min, depth of cut=.100 inch,

radial width .100 inch, with one K-68 TPG322 insert. This

gave an average chip thickness of .005 inch and a speed of

233 SFPM. The lathe was run with a 5 degree positive rake

toolholder with a K-68 TPG322 insert at 233 SFPM, .005

inch/rev., and depth of .100 inch. The average temperature

data was the same for tests run at the same cutting speed in

milling and turning (within experimental accuracy i.e. + or

- 25 deg C) [see figure 4-2]. For tests run at 233 SFPM and

average chip thickness of .005 in., The milling temperature

was 707. deg C and the lathe temperature was 680. deg C.

The interesting feature of the milling temperature trace is

that the temperature stays high throughout most of the cut

even though the chip is progressively thinner throughout the

cut. This shows that the friction heat generation is quite

high. Another observation on the milling trace is that

oscillations occur which correspond to the segmentation

frequency. This is interpreted as the change in heat

generation at different periods in the segmentation cycles.
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To confirm the temperature dependence on machining

temperatures cited by Trigger, data was collected for

variations in speed, width of cut, and feed [61].

The most significant variable is the speed which

increases temperature rapidly as speed is increased. (see

graph 4-1, figure 4-3, and table 4-1). In the photos,

traces at various speeds are shown. This effect has two

causes. First, the frictional heat is increased with speed,

and second higher strain rates cause higher temperatures.

The effect of increasing feed on the temperature was.to

increase the temperature as can be seen in figure 4-4 (see

graph 4-2 and table 4-2). This temperature increase can be

explained due to the increase in average chip thickness with

feed increase, which has increased the bulk of deformed

material. Thus higher forces and higher friction are

encountered with increased feed.

The temperature did not increase as measurably with

increases in the width of cut (see graph 4-3, table 4-3, and

figure 4-5). The temperature reached a steady state value

in approximately 3 segment lengths of chip and stayed at

that temperature for the rest of the cut. Since the chip is

thicker at the start if width of cut is increased, the

average chip thickness will increase with the increase in

the radial width of cut (up to a maximum at a width equal to

the radius of the cutter) as shown in table 4-3. As the

data in table 4-3 shows, the increase in width of cut is not
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as significant with regard to temperature as the speed and

the feed.

Another test (admittedly crude) was run to gain some

insight into the flank rubbing contribution to the

temperature. The tool was rubbed on the flank against the

workpiece without cutting and the thermal EMF recorded [see

figure 4-6]. The photo shows a constant temperature level

after the cut was stopped which is above the room

temperature base line. The same temperature level was also

recorded by bringing in the tool until it just contacted the

workpiece without cutting. This gave a consistent average

value of 70 degrees C above room temperature. The test was

then run while applying grease to the rubbing zone.

Although it is presumed that friction was reduced, no change

in temperature could be noted. The conclusion must be

either that the lubrication has nil effect on the

temperature during cutting or the thermocouple method does

not lend itself to such an investigation. The author

supports the first conclusion due to the repeatability of

the data gathered.
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Table 4-1 Temperature Data For Various Speeds

Milling Tests At: .0047 in/tooth, .100 inch Radial
Depth, .200 inch Axial Depth,
K-68 TPG-322, 2 inch Dia: Cutter

Speed (SFPM) Temperature (C)
233. SFPM 456. C
288. 512.
353. 563.
440. 617.
547. 675.
681. 773.

Table 4-2 Temperature Data For Various Feeds

Milling Tests At: 233 SFPM, .100 inch Radial
Depth, .200 inch Axial Depth
K-68 TPG-322, 2 inch Dia. Zutter

Feed (in/tooth) Temperature (C) .
.0047 in/tooth 445. C
.0081 .564.
.0104 599.
.0171 664.
.0222 693.

Table 4-3 Temperature Data For Various Radial Widths

Milling Tests At: 233 SFPM, .0047 in/tooth,
.200 inch Axial Depth,
K-68 TPG-322, 2inch Dia. Cutter

Radial Width Uinch) Temperature (C) Ave. Chip Thickness
.100 inch 448. C ..0010 inch
.200 502. .0015
.300 502. .0018
.400 506. .0021
.500 527. .0024
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Chapter V

Correlating Chipping to Intermittent Cutting

Recently the aspect of entry and exit conditions in

milling has received interest. The major results conclude

that damage to the milling tools occurs when rapid unloading

occurs or when microcracks from specific stress

configurations or thermal cycling are created.

The possible causes of chipping are many and occur in

several situations. Here we are trying to identify those

active in machining titanium.

Uehara provides a detailed description of chipping

caused when chips that are welded to the tool on exit are

knocked of on entry [64]. The author concludes that this

will destroy a tool immediately, but that welding can be

eliminated by proper use of lubrication. Hayashi et al

recently ran tests on titanium with their results being that

welding is the main cause of tool wear chipping, if no

lubrication is used [68].

Pekelharing has done modelling of interrupted cutting

and concluded that the major tool damage was due to exit

conditions which may arise [62,63]. Pekelharing concluded

that since the tool dynamometer used showed no overshoot at

the start of the cut, that although there is a sudden

increase in force, it is by no means an impact. He further

states that the existence of an overshoot in force data

would be attributable to lack of stiffness in the
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dynamometer. This theoretical explanation was also cited by

Pandey et al [67].- It will be noted that Pekelharing used a

lathe to run his tests. In the lathe was mounted a series

of round rods set in a circle such that the intermittence

was caused by the tool entering and exiting each successive

rod. This causes very severe exit conditions as the

workpiece can crack(fracture) ahead of the tool, causing

rapid unloading. Brittle tool materials have little

strength in tension. This is in contrast to the down

milling process used with titanium where the chip becomes

progressively thinner as the cut proceeds with a

corresponding gradual decrease in force. The author had the

same results as Pekelharing with a lathe simulation using a

slotted workpiece. A sharp tool would be damaged after one

exit, with progressive damage on each exit. In down milling

the exit condition did not present any problems.

The progressive damage due to chipping was shown to

have statistical significance by Ber and Kaldor [86]. They

theorized that the rapid wear of new tools was caused by

chipping and noted that a hone improved tool life protection

against chipping. This is an old shop 'trick' which

basically yields a stronger geometry. Most tool

manufacturers recommend using a hone when machining

titanium.
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Alberti et al also investigated the predominant wear in

interrupted cutting and observed-failure was either due to

fracture or chipping of the tool [65]. They concluded that

both types of failure follow a Weibull ditribution. But

they concluded that either type of failure was caused by

pre-existing microscopic defects. Therefore the implication

is to examine tools before use.

Negishi et al studied chipping from a statistical view

and investigated the effects of workpiece hardness and

cutting conditions on a lathe using a special interrupted

cut steel workpiece [70]. The result was that increased

hardness caused increased chipping. They also reported that

at low and high feeds chipping was predominant, while at

midrange feeds cratering predominates. The effect of

increasing speed was a increase in chipping damage. Their

results followed a Weibull distribution and they stated that

only 10 tests of each specific condition were required to

give statistical validity to testing.

The geometric orientation of the tool at entry and exit

was studied by Asai et al using a lathe with various slot

angles in the workpiece [66]. Asai noted that best results

were when the cutting edge contacted the workpiece first and

exited the cut last. The exit condition was superior due to

the slot angle geometry, which was similar to a downmilling

exit. This type of exit has a gradual decrease of forces,

which would prevent Pekelharing's sudden cracking off of the

chip from the workpiece [see article for geometries].The
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tool edge entered first with all of the author's tests since

the milling cutter-was used at much less than half width.

The other noteworthy observations made by Asai were, that

the severity of possible damage from the entrance geometry

was influenced most by the increases in the.feed rate, and

severity of possible damage from the exit geometry was more

severe at higher cutting speeds.

Another cause of chipping is thermal' cycling which

causes microcracks to form. Pandey states that the thermal

cracks are 'comb' cracks running parallel to the chip flow

[67]. The other cracks observed running parallel to the

cutting edge were attributed to chip welding and breaking

off. The paper concluded that the thermal damage could be

minimized by proper selection of cutting parameters such as

speed and feed which in turn would reduce the thermal

stresses during the thermal cycling in intermittent cutting.

The author concurs and notes that carbide's susceptibility

to thermal shock is precisely why water based coolants are

deterimental for intermittent cutting with carbides, since

the use of water-based coolants causes extreme thermal

gradients during cooling.

It may be assumed from the previously mentioned reports

that the chipping that is of most concern is that which may

be caused by sudden loading or unloading of the tool

combined with the high stress present during machining.
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A enlightening study was done by Loladze in which he

used photoelasticity [691. The use of a tool made out of a

photoelastic material allows a visualization of the stress

fields present in the tool. From this study, Loladze noted

that the tool had a compressive zone and a tensile zone

separated by a neutral surface. The relative position of

the two zones to the cutting edge could shift the critical

strength from dependence on the compressive strength of the

carbide to dependence on the tensile strengh. This would be

a 'dangerous' condition which should be avoided. It was

noted that variations of the uncut chip thickness

significantly change the stress state and a limiting

thickness exists, coined the breaking feed, for any set

parameters. Loladze also commented that in the case of

milling that the breaking feed is 3 to 4 times lower than in

turning due to the alternating stress loading.

Shaw has studied the effect of sudden

loadings/unloadings on chipping [711. He compares this

condition to the deflection of a body subject to sudden

loading where overshoot occurs. This can cause reversal of

stresses in the tool.

Now the possible cause of chipping in titanium can be*

attributed to either the force fluctuation during chip

formation or an entry shock load (assuming climb milling and

no chip welding effects). The presense of an entry shock

has already been labeled dubious, but it must be addressed.
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Chapter VI

Study of Entry Conditions

Throughout the history of metal cutting, a discussion

has raged on the question , "Does the entry condition during

intermittent cutting cause a significant decrease in tool

life?" In this investigation, the stress conditions during

entry were studied by use of strain gages and a high speed

amplifier.

The motivation for this study arose from- an attempt to

isolate the role of lubricants while milling titanium.

Previously performed experiments indicated that very viscous

lubricants were effective in prolonging tool life while

peripheral milling titanium using .100 inch width of cuts

(see chap 3). Since the lubricant could only be applied at

entry and was wiped/rubbed of the tool face after only .040

inch of cut, the question of whether the entry conditions

were changed had to be addressed. Of most interest was the

concept of an entry shock and if a viscous lubricant was

necessary to dampen/absorb this shock, noting non-viscous

lubricants had no beneficial effects.

A precise definition of a shock escapes the literature.

Goldsmith in his book "Impact" [84] defines physical impact

as "collisions in which the mass effect of the mass of both

impinging bodies must be taken into account." He further

states that "impact is further differentiated from static or

rapid loading by nature of its application. Forces created
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by collisions are exerted and removed in a very short

interval of time and initiate stress waves which travel away

from the region of contact. Rapid loading is usually not

produced by means of a collision, and normally involves

longer loading times than found in impact processes. The

stress levels produced will be within two orders of

magnitude of either side of the yield stress, and particle

velocities will range from about the local velocity of sound

down to four or five orders below this value."

Armed with this definition, the search for stress waves

was the basis for determining if the cutter was impacting

the workpiece at entry.

Most literature on impacts deal with ballistic

velocities of impact. The most general reference is

probably Donnell's paper 'Longitudinal Wave Transmission and

Impact" [723. The distinction is made between the wave

velocity and the particle velocity. The particle velocity

is equal to the speed of impact such that the deformation is

constrained to this velocity. Because of this, no plastic

waves are generated with low cutting speeds.

The investigation was based on the use of dynamic

strain gages which were mounted on the workpiece at the

region of cutter entry (see figure 6-1 and 6-2). The

diagram on figure 6-2 shows the experimental apparatus. The

technique used was that of using one active strain gage in a

Wheatstone bridge. This output .was fed into the 606J
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Operational Amplifier for amplification and noise rejection

and finally into the TEK digital scope. The triggering of

the scope was off the output strain rise of the strain gage

and the use of a pre-trigger plug-in timebase allowed the

entire signal form to be stored. Two gages were mounted on

a parallel line to allow a check on each pass,as well as to

test lubricant effects by running the same pass with

lubricant at one gage and the other gage dry. The gages

used were Micro-Measurements WD-DY-250BF-10C dynamic gages

with a gage factor of 3.25, resistance of 1000 ohms, and a

gage length of .300 inch. The gages were mounted .200 inch

away from the entry point of the cutter. This distance was

varied, from .600 inch to actually cutting the gage on

entry, but the shape of the output strain trace was always

the same shape (see figure 6-4 and the following

discussion).

Then, by studying the strain traces generated when the

cutter entered the workpiece, any sudden spikes could be

interpeted as impact loading. The result of a hammer blow

to the workpiece can be seen in the photo of figure 6-3.

Although the actual stress level is not calibrated, the

result of a sharp blow can be studied. The photo shows that

the time of contact with the hammer is finite and well

within the speed of the instrumentation. This photo also

shows that the strain recorded is within the elastic range

of the material since the gage output returned to zero after

unloading. This procedure has been used to study plastic
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waves by others [73]. Of course due to the long-duration of

contact between the cutter and workpiece, no rapid unloading

could result. The expected result is that no impact can

result at of conventional cutting conditions because the

speeds are too low. As the speed of sound in titanium is

6000 ft/sec and experiments were run at 345 ft/min, the

speed is orders of magnitude too low. Prof. von Turkovich

describes the region of shock appearing in machining as the

velocity at which the inertia force component in the

direction of cutting equals the cutting force at low speeds

[82]. This corresponds to the high speed regions previously

noted of 6000 ft/sec.

Experimental Results'

The experimental results confirmed the theory as a ramp

loading of the gages resulted (see figure 6-4). A typical

trace of the cutter (cutting dry) entering the cut is shown.

The strain of the gage rose to a maximum in .040 inch of

cutter travel. The strain in the gage remained near the

peak value since there is not complete unloading until the

cutter leaves the workpiece. After the cutter exited, the

strain gage output level returned to the original unstressed

level. This shows that the stress levels encountered by the

gages are within the elastic range of the material.

The behavior of the gages confirmed the traditional

model of the system as a spring-mass-damper. The ramp

loading of the cutter shows the loading as the same as a



slow loading of a spring. There is no impact at entry. The

compliance of the tool system will absorb /dampen the

loading as well [71). This means that the springiness of

the cutter/workpiece/machine system will take time to build

up enough stiffness to transmit cutting forces.

Tests were run to see if any change in the entry

conditions could be observed by this set-up when using a

viscous grease at entry (see figure 6-5). Here two typical

traces are shown, the grease lubrication trace is to the

left for clarity. Note that the slopes of the traces are

identical. In the expanded trace photo the similarity is

also evident. Restating, there was no measureable

difference between the strains recorded for grease

lubrication cuts and the dry cuts on entry.

The gage output was not calibrated for levels of strain

since the point was to examine the shape of the strain

curves. The data gathered had the same peak level for all

the traces, so that relative strain levels were sufficient

to allow description of the system.

The interesting data here is that of

to build up to maximum stress-. For

conditions, the time to go from minimum

maximum stress on the gage was 400 micros

correlates well with the time for

temperature to be reached. In other

collection appears to be very valid. The

the time required

the experimental

stress(strain) to

econds. This data

maximum cutting

words, the data

relation to the
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number of chip segments produced is approximately 5

segments. This also correlates with the chip cross-sections

produced, which develop into a steady state geometry in

approximately 5 segments (see chap 9).
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Chapter VII

Force Measurements

The use of force dynamometers yielded significant data

for the investigation into the role of viscous grease

lubrication.

The first force data was gathered using a Kistler Type

9257A tool dynamometer feed into a Tektronics digital scope

(see figure 3-5 and figure 3-6). These tests were run on

the lathe using a slotted workpiece. This situation is more

convenient for analysis than milling as the force directions

are constant throughout the cut. The only problem

encountered was that the trigger level needed to prevent

noise from false triggering the scope caused loss of the

initial entry signal.

The forces monitored were the vertical force on the

tool and the horizontal (or thrust force) on the tool. In

all tests the dynamometers showed no difference in the

horizontal force regardless of lubrication used (see table

7-1). Perhaps this is because the feed force that is

required to produce the deformation of the chip is far

greater in magnitude than any reduction in tool-chip

friction from the lubrication. Therefore, all conclusions

are drawn from the vertical force measurements.
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The traces were recorded at two trace speeds, once at

200 microsec per d-ivision to observe entry force variation,

and at 20 millisec per division to track the lubrication

throughout the cut. There are 10 divisions per trace on the

horizontal axis of the scope.

The higher trace speed force traces, if interpolated to

the initial entry, show that the grease traces have a more

gradual rise to full force (see figure 7-1). The photos

show that with the grease lubrication, the force build up is

slower with less oscillations in the ramping- stage. Also

the grease lubricated chips had oscillation with smaller

peak to peak values than the dry cut. The frequency of the

oscillations at the trace speed of 200 micro-sec./division

correspond the frequency of the segments of the forming

chip. A comparision of two typical traces, (one with and

one without lubrication) is shown in figure 7-2. This

picture best shows the difference between the grease

lubrication and a dry cut. The 2X expanded photo shows the

slope difference and the first photo also points out the

lower average force with the lubrication (to be discussed

next). This data maybe correlated with the chip

cross-sections which display a difference in the chip

formation structure at the beginning of the cut (see chap.

9). Therefore the grease*s presence on the rake face lowers

the initial slope of the force build-up.
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The force measurements were repeated at the slower

trace speed to record the entire cut (one turn of the 6 inch

dia. workpiece). The force measurements of the entire cut

show that the vertical average force is lower with the

grease lubrication than with the dry cut (see figure 7-3).

Two typical traces are shown, one from a dry cut and one

using lithium grease. The oscillations here are about 500

Hz. which is probably a natural mode of the set-up. A

smoothing function on the digital scope was used to average

out the the force traces. Two photos are shown using ths

function. The scope averages out the trace over a specified

portion "window" of the time divisions. A .2 window and a

1.5 window are shown. Here the lower average force of the

grease lubricated cut can clearly be seen. Since this is

over the entire cut (photos for the first 8 inches are shown

in figure 7-3), the lubrication must be changing the flank

conditions. This reduction amounts to an average reduction

of 27 lbs. force from a dry average force of 207 lbs. to a

lubricated force of 180 lbs (see table 7-1). Since the

thrust force measurements were identical and the force

fluctuations are of the same magnitude, it is inferred that

a reduction in flank rubbing has resulted. In other words,

since the steady state chip cross-sections appear the same,

the steady state condition forces from the chip formation

process should be identical (see chap 9) therefore the force

reduction must come from the reduction of flank friction.

This would indicate that improvement in cutting speeds

during continuous operations should be realized if the flank
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can be properly lubricated (see chap 12).

Since the relative contribution to tool life of the

entry force reduction and the flank rubbing reduction could

not be isolated, it was desirable to study the entry

condition more closely. To monitor the actual forces at the

cutter entry into the workpiece required use of a pretrigger

which would allow storage of the force data before the

trigger level was reached. To do this, a Tektronics 7B87

pretrigger time base was installed into the Tektronics 7584

digital oscilloscope. Unfortunately the Kistler dynamometer

which was on loan from the distributor had to be returned

before the pretrigger time base was obtained. To obtain a

dynamometer with a response around 5Khz. the author

instrumented a cutting tool with strain gages mounted near

the inserts (see figure 7-4). The tool holder was a

Kennametal RNG round insert tool holder which was modified

to facilitate mounting of the gages. This was selected

because the significantly stronger configuration of the

round inserts can withstand the slotted workpiece exits

better than a conventional insertIs nose, and also the BZN

tooling used in the high speed turning tests was available

in RNG inserts. The resulting data gathered showed the same

difference in slope at entry (see figure 7-4).

Unfortunately the dynamometer does not have high enough

stiffness or damping to allow duplication of the Kistler*s

results. The average forces recorded using the the

instrumented tool holder dynamometer are presented in table
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7-2. Using Braycote 600 as a lubricant showed a 20% lower

cutting force than when cutting dry.

A future study incorporating the pretrigger time base

and a Kistler dynamometer could be used to evaluate

lubricants and their effectiveness now that the parameters

of interest are known, i.e. the slope of the force curve,

the lower force oscillations at entry, and the overall

average force.
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Table 7-1 Force Measurements Using Kistler Dynamometer

Lathe Tests. At: 200 SFPM, .005 in/rev, .100 inch Depth,
K-68 SNG-432

Dry Cut

Lithium Grease
Lubricated Cut

IVertical Force (lb)
207. lb

180. lb

Hor. Force (lb)
89.9 lb

89.9 lb

Table 7-2 Force Measurements Using Instrumented Tool
Holder Dynamometer

Lathe Tests At: 200 SFPM, .005 in/rev, .100 inch Depth,
K-68 RNG-43

Vertical Force (lb) Hor. Force (lb)
Dry Cut

Braycote 600

110. lb

Lubricated.Cut 1 91.1

lVertical 
Force (.1b)
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Chapter VIII

Lubrication and Application

With the initial success of the viscous grease, it

becomes necessary to develop a practical application method

and to optimize on the most important properties of the

lubricant. These properties can be categorized as

viscosity, lubricity, high temperature stability, and

adhesion to titanium and the tool carbide.

Dr. Robert Smith, director of Burmah-Castrol research

aided the author in selecting the baseline grease as well as

supplying a state-of-the-art grease for trial.

The original grease used was a lithium based grease of

unknown supplier. Therefore it was necessary to select a

new grease of known composition. The baseline grease

selected was Mobilplex 47, which is a calcium complex

grease. This was chosen under the suggestion of Dr. Smith

who said the calcium complex grease had better properties

(as listed above) for the author~s experiments than the

original lithium grease. The state of the art grease is

Braycote 600, which is a grease based on teflon and

perfluorinated polyethers. The Braycote 600 was developed

for use on the space shuttle and unfortunately was available

only in 2 ounce tubes. Due to this limited nature, it was

decided to run a milling test at a radial width of .200 inch

because the original lithium grease was ineffective at this

width of cut (due to the longer length of chip produced
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wipes of the lubricant). The tests, run at 345 SFPM and

12.375 inches/min feed (.006 inch/tooth), were stopped when

chipping was observed on the cutting edge. For comparison

tests were run dry, with the lithium grease, Mobilplex 47

calcium complex grease, and with the Braycote 600. The

result of the tests were that the dry, Mobilplex 47 grease,

and lithium grease cutting tools became severely chipped

after only 3 feet of cutting while the Braycote tools lasted

12 feet (see figures 8-1,8-2). This is a significant

difference which should promote further tests as the

Braycote 600 becomes available. The photos in figure 8-1

show the rake faces of the cutting tools at the end of three

passes (3 ft. of cut). The Braycote tool has no chipping

of the edge (or any visible wear), while the other tools are

severely damaged. The calcium grease had slightly less

damage than the lithium but the Braycote is so superior that

further comparisions of the lithium and calcium are of

minimal value.

In figure 8-2, the Braycote 600 lubricated tool is

shown at 3 ft. and at 12 ft.. The damage at 12 ft. still

is not as severe as the other tools were at 3 ft.. This

would indicate that the Braycote 600 is at least 4 times as

effective as the other lubricants!

The failure of the lithium grease lubricant cuts and

with the dry cuts was caused by chip welding, which was very

pronounced. The Braycote 600, on the other hand, displayed

no visible chip welding until the llth (1 ft. per pass)
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pass, at which point some chipping had occurred. The Mobil

47 showed only sporadic welding but still was badly chipped

after only 3 feet of cutting.

One observable difference between the dry and grease

lubricated cuts was that the tool nose sustained

substantially more damage with the dry cut (see figure 8-3).

Here, the photos of the tool noses show that heavy

lubrication protected the tool noses. Again, the Braycote

600 lubrication was four times as effective as the other

greases. This protection of the tool nose is believed to be

due to the reduction of flank rubbing (dragging) (see

chapters 7 and 12).

The Braycote 600 did not appear to stick with as great

adhesion to the titanium workpiece as the other lithium and

calcium greases in the intermittent turning test, as after

the rotation of the workpiece the Braycote 600 had

shifted/moved around a great deal more. Dr. Smith of

Burmah-Castrol attributes this to the teflon base used with

the Braycote 600. Apparently there was still enough of a

film layer for effective lubrication.

The other factor noted with the various greases is that

the lithium grease has a water based soap while the calcium

complex grease has acids in its soap base. This is

mentioned because a calcium grease tool which was honed

before (in a separate test) showed slight crater wear in

milling which was not present with the lithium grease tools
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(or any of the other lubricants or dry cuts) (see figure

8-3). The possibility of chemical attack on the tool could

account for this.

The major practical drawback to the grease was that the

grease had to be spread ahead of the cutter before each

pass. Therefore it was necessary to devise a practical

method of application. The solution was to use a Trabon

grease applicator which was originally developed for

lubrication of large rotating gears (see figure 8-4). The

photo shows the grease reservoir and the nozzle in position

to spray directly on the cutting area. A 10 ft. hose was

used to connect the reservoir and nozzle. This allowed the

reservoir to be placed away from the machine. The special

spraying head (Trabon 'Air-Lube' Spra-Control Value #

510-652-230) is designed to spray heavy greases in a

circular pattern. The grease is supplied from a 12 lb.

reservoir through a piston pump (Trabon lubrication unit

model # MPP-GPI-A3-LO-SI-PO-COO-WO). The quantity of grease

supplied to the spray nozzle is regulated by adjusting the

piston's stroke length. Mark Haynes of PNK/Pace in

Worcester,Mass. provided the technical assistance needed

(PDK/Pace is the local distributor). Using this system, a

practical method of supplying the grease was available. The

system performed well, the only problem was the quantity of

grease supplied to the cutting area could not be reduced as

much as desired. This system could easily lubricate a 4

inch diameter by 6 inch long milling cutter.
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The other problem with the grease is that it produces

smoke as it decomposes due to the high temperature at the

cutting edge. To keep the smoke contained, an industrial

vacuum cleaner was used to gather and filter the air. Using

this system, all the practical limitations of.using a heavy

lubricant have been solved.

Since conventional lubrication has been shown to be

more effective at lower speeds than at high speeds in

machining of steel [85], a low speed test was run on the

lathe to see if the grease produced a significant difference

in the cutting mechanism. The only observation from the

tests ran at 25 SFPM, was that the grease appeared to

provide a more uniform wear pattern on the tool than the dry

cut test. This was categorized by less smearing of the

titanium layer on the tool face (see figure 8-5). The

grease lubricated tool also appears to have less chipping on

the edge, relative to the dry cut tool which shows some

chipping damage.

This smearing of titanium was noted also in the

original baseline tests (see chapter 3). In cutting tool

examimed using a scanning electron microscope the grease

appears to provide a more uniform smearing of titanium at

the higher test speed of 360 SFPM (see figure 8-6). The

other photos show a mapping of the titanium material

transferred onto the tools. Comparision of the dry cutting

tool and the grease lubricated cutting tool by use of a

titanium mapping of the photos shows that the grease
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lubrication caused a more continous and uniform layering of

titanium on the -tool. The layer will provide some

protection as earlier noted (see chapter 2), and the

uniformity caused by the grease may allow for some of the

longer tool life by stimulating uniform friction and

reducing adhesion/abrasive wear. Also the formation of the

titanium layer may be a factor in the reason why no chemical

wear was seen. As noted in Hartung s previous report, the

titanium layer may cause a titanium carbide layer to form

which in turn will act a a barrier to chemical wear [20].
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Chapter IX

Chip Cross-sections

The inspection of the chip produced when machining can

identify and explain many of the particulars of the cutting

operation. This becomes an important research tool when

studying titanium. When machining titanium, the chip

formation process is one of very limited stability, with

each segment of chip having variations compared to the next.

The examination of the outside surfaces of the chip may not

reveal any statistically sound data due to these variations.

To get a constant data base to examine the chips, it becomes

necessary to mount, cross-section, polish, and etch the

chips. Since the midline surface of the chip will not be

affected as much by the free boundary conditions as the edge

surfaces, it will be produced from a region of more

continuous stress/strain conditions (i.e. plane strain).

Therefore the effects of the tearing at the tool nose and

the unconstrained outer surface will not influence the

midsection of the chip and the conditions are less complex.

For this investigation the chips were examined and

categorized in terms of segmentation spacing by use of a

microscope at low magnification (30X to 8OX) [see figure

9-1]. A typical chip segment is shown. From these

examinations, the effects of varying tool geometries could

be predicted. Since it is theorized that the chipping

damage of the tools is due to the force fluctuations when

the segmented chip is formed, it should be advantageous to



reduce the frequencies of oscillation, ie. have the

segmentations as -large as possible. Larger segments will

distribute the forces over a larger area of the tool.

The first observation made on the segmentation spacing

is that the cutting speed had no influence on the

segmentation spacing. The spacing was constant if all other

parameters are held constant. Komanduri also observed this

result [4]. There is a secondary effect with increasing

velocity, which is to decrease the thickness of the

localized shear bands between chip segments; It requires

etching of the chips to observe this effect. The lack of a

velocity effect on thickness is different from a continuous

chip formation process where the 'hip becomes thinner with

higher velocity. As the velocity is increased the process

becomes more adiabatic since there is less time for heat

transfer, therefore thermal softening will become more

localized and this will then cause the shear zone to be

smaller.

The segmentation spacing was found to be directly

related to feed rate and the rake angle used (see table

9-1). The effect of feed rate is the dominant parameter

since the segment spacing is approximately equal to the feed

(that is, the uncut chip thickness).

The segmentation spacinggs dependence on the rake angle

is not as pronounced as the feed dependence, but is still

observable. As the rake angle is decreased from positive to
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negative, the segmental spacing increases. In the authorls

tests varying the rake angle from +5 degrees to 0 degrees

caused a 20% increase in the segment length and a change

from 0 degrees to -5 degrees further increased the segment

size by 10%.

The ability to utilize these effects of feed and rake

angle are of course directly related to the strength and

size of the machine and tooling itself. The use of a

negative rake tool will have the additional benefit of a

stronger edge configuration. The detrimental compromise is

that the flank rubbing will be more since less relief angle

will be availible.

A sidenote on the chip segmentation is that cold soft

margarine (as commercially availible in tubs) when cut with

a knife, exhibits the same type of segmental chip formation

as titanium. The margarine appears to provide a cheap model

for studying the mechanics of segmental chip formation. A

simple test of rake angles, and feed will show the same

segmentation spacing dependence. It is also noted that the

use of a large positive rake angle while cutting the

margarine produces a continuous chip. Prof. Cook noted

this effect while machining titanium [9].

A note on chip measurements is that a common

measurement is the chip thickness. The standard calculation

of Merchant for shear angle using chip thickness will

predict a shear angle of 45 degrees El]. This is not a



useful measurement though because the process is not as

simple as shearing the material ahead of the tool as is

found in a continuous type 2 chip formation model. (In

fact, the new model used in the analysis section shows the

continuous chip to be more complex in nature [77]).

Komanduri gives a logical explanation as why not to use the

standard chip thickness measurement [79], and he also

presents a revised equivalent chip thickness ratio of

Req=R/(l-.35R)

where R=ratio of initial thickness to maximum final chip

thickness. He states that allowing for scatter, this will

give fairly consistant data.

To analyze the chips further, it becomes necessary to

cross-section and then polish and etch them. This will

allow observation of the individual grains and comparision

with the workpiece grain structure. The comparision between

the workpiece before cutting and the resulting chips is

vital since a reference must be developed. From this

reference, comparisons between chips can be made.

A method for uniformly preparing the chips was

developed. To insure proper orientation of the chips, they

were first glued on to paper disks which fit into standard 1

inch diameter molds. This allowed the Bakelite powder to be

poured around the chips while holding the chips in place.

After curing the Bakelite the mounted chips were ground

until the midsection was reached. Then after polishing, the

chips were etched for . 20 seconds with Krollis reagent.
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Kroll's reagent is 1 to 3 ml HF, 2 to 6 ml HNO3, and 100 ml

H20 [75]. A basic- reference on metallography which was used

is Smithells? "Metals, Reference Book" [761.

The examination of the parent workpiece used in the

cutting tests shows that the size of the elongated grains is

of the same order of magnitude as the undeformed chip

thickness (see figure 9-2). On the same page, the chip

section from the start of a grease lubricated cut is shown.

This shows that at the beginning of the chip, that the

machining process is continuous in nature, with plastic

deformation of individual grains and shearing between

individual grains. This is different from the segmental

formation in which very localized shearing occurs between

relatively undeformed segments (see figure 9-3). Here the

region of intense shear has been magnified further in the

second photo so it can be seen better. Note how the

segments are composed of slightly undeformed grains which

are like the undeformed workpiece grains (see figure 9-2).

This first chip segments were produced on the lathe

using a slotted workpiece, since this produces a constant

chip geometry. A longer cross-section is shown in figure

9-4. This explicitly shows the lubrication effect dropping

off, as the lubricant is wiped from the rake face.

To insure that the milling process yields the same

results, chips from milling cuts were also sectioned (see

figure 9-5). The polarized images are also shown to bring
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out the grain structure.

Now the difference between cutting dry and using the

grease lubrication can be seen. This difference is the

major visual proof that the grease is changing the chip

formation process. When one observes the chips from the

start of a dry cut, the chip appears segmented from the

onset, while the beginning of the grease lubricated chip

shows a continous chip formation. The chip formation

changes back to a segmented formation after about .025 to

.040 inchs of chip (see figure 9-6). The- photo of the

grease lubricated milling chip shows the chip formation

returning to a segmented chip. The photo of the dry cut

milling chip shows that a dry tut is segmental from the

start of the cut. Reiterating, the length of continuous

chip is presumed to be the length of chip produced until the

grease is wiped from the rake face of the tool. Then the

tool-chip friction condition changes to that favoring the

two stage segmental chip formation process.

All the grease did not appear to have been completely

wiped of the tool rake face at the time the chip formation

had changed to a segmental formation. Although the chip

formation changes to a segmental formation, the orientations

of the grains are at first at a angle to the base, with the

angle progressively decreasing until the grain orientations

are nearly parallel to the base of the chip (see figure

9-4). This chip photo shows the changing of the chip

formation from continuous to segmen.ted (this is a lathe
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produced chip.) The angular orientation of the grains can be

seen changing in this photo. This angle shift is presumed

to be caused by the the rake face friction conditions of the

lubricant. Thus the grease still changes the friction

condition on the tool rake face throughout the cut until all

the grease is rubbed off.

The instability of the segmented chip formation process

is shown in figure 9-7, where at one random section of the

chip, the formation is continuous. This was produced with

grease as a lubricant but this chip section is from the

middle of the cut at such distance the grease is presumed to

be wiped of the rake face.

The effectiveness of a lubricant can be checked by

observations of the beginning of the chip, with the length

of continuous chip produced indicating the effectiveness.

Presently, the effective length of continuous chip appears

to be at .040 inch from the start of the chip.
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Table 9-1 Segmentation Length--Dependence on Feed,
Rake Angle, and Speed

Feed
Lathe Tests At: 200 SFPM, +5 degree Rake Angle,

.100 inch Depth, K-68 TPG-322

Feed (in/rev) J Segment Length (inch)
.005 in/rev
.011 -

.00427 inch

.00938

Rake Angle
Lathe Tests At: 200 SFPM, .005 in/rev,

.100 inch Depth, K-68 TPG-322

Rake Angle (degree) Segment Length (inch)
+5. degrees
-6.

.00427 inch

.00586

Speed
Lathe Tests At: .005 in/rev, +5 degree Rake Angle,

.100 inch Depth, K-68 TPG-322

Speed (SFPM)
200 SFPM
400
600
800

Segment Length (inch)
.00427 inch
.00427
.00427
.00427

,
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Chapter X

High Speed-Turning Using BZN Tooling

One important aspect of conventional metal cutting when

a type 2 continuous chip is formed, is that as cutting speed

is increased, the cutting forces decrease. This is related

to a measured decrease in tool-chip friction as well as

possible thermal softening of the workpiece. It was

therefore imperative to discover whether the same trend

could exist with the segmented chip formation. The serious

drawback was finding a tool that could sustain the extreme

temperatures generated. Hartung gathered some thermocouple

temperature data at cutting speeds up to 1500 SFPM, and

recorded temperatures at the melting point of titanium [20J.

The nonlinearity of thermocouples probably limits the

accuracy of the data but the temperature will be in the

titanium transition range, in which titanium undergoes a

transition from HCP structure to BCC structure, (885 degrees

C) at speeds above 1000 SFPM. The high temperature effects

then are those of phase transformation and thermal

softening. If a cutting tool can maintain its integrity at

these temperatures, the cutting forces should decrease

because of the thermal softening and possibly due to a phase

transformation, since BCC structure has more available slip

planes then HCP structure.
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Komanduri exploited these temperature changes by

preheating the workpiece ahead of the tool using a torch or

a laser, and produced a continuous chip as well as lowering

forces by 50% [79].

It should be kept in mind that the temperatures

indicated by the thermocouple may exist over a region of a

few thousandths of an inch. This means that the bulk

temperature of the tool can be hundreds of degrees lower

than at the tool surface. This can account for the severe

cratering and plastic deformation associated with high

temperatures at high machining speeds which is confined to

specific regions of the tool instead of affecting the tool

in a more uniform manner. Therefore it was necessary to use

a tool with high temperature stability in the contact

region. Since temperatures over 1000 degrees C were

anticipated the only tool with a high enough temperature

stability was cubic boron nitride tooling. The Carboloy

division of General Electric was generous in giving the

author some of their BZN RNG-43 round insert tools to use in

the tests. (Diamond tooling is harder at lower temperatures

but graphitizes at these temperatures.)

In lower speed turning tests with titanium, the BZN-

cratered at a faster rate than conventional carbide such

that it is not recommended for machining of titanium [20].

George Wilson, head of Carboloyis research group, said that

they had the same result. He also noted that the

performance was improved by hon.ing the edge of the BZN
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tool s.

The initial tests at a speed of 1500 SFPM, .005 in/rev,

.100 inch depth of cut on a lathe showed that the first

problem encountered at higher speeds was the oxidation of

the chip. This igniting of the chip, which physically

resembled burning magnesium with a bright white light,

causes extreme damage by putting additional heat into the

cutting area. The tests run dry using BZN had to be

terminated after only 5 seconds due to tool failure. To

prevent this oxidation of the chip, the tests were then run

with a jet of Argon gas directed at the cutting zone. This

effectively removed any oxygen from the region and extended

tool life to 1.5 minutes at 1500 SFPM. The tests were

halted when first signs of sparking appeared. At this point

some flank wear was evident.

The force data could now be gathered. For uniformity

all tests were run with Argon at all speeds. The tests

showed an unusual pattern (see figure 10-1, table 10-1, and

graph 10-1). The first photo shows cutting (vertical) force

traces run at 200 SFPM and at 1500 SFPM. The bottom trace

in all the pictures is the output of the dynamometer with no

load. The cutting forces stayed constant in the authort s

tests from cutting speeds of 200 SFPM to 1000 SFPM.

(Schroeder also ran similar force tests on titanium at

speeds up to 600 SFPM and recorded the same constant force

values at speeds from 200 SFPM to 600 SFPM [81]). Then at a

speed 1500 SFPM the vertical force dropped by 20%. (due to
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the limited number of tools, no tests were run between 1000

SFPM and 1500 SFPM. The other two traces at 2500 SFPM

(shown in figure 10-1), show- that a significant drop in

force occurred. At 2500 SFPM, the force trace showed

reductions of 35% to 60%. The force fluctuations seen in

figure 10-1 at 2500 SFPM are caused by the extremely rapid

tool wear which destroyed the tool in about 10 seconds at

2500 SFPM. The high force levels indicate sections of the

tool fracturing off (after extreme cratering) which causes

high tool force normally associated with a dull tool. The

low force levels are regions of "sharp" tool geometry with

either a sharp tool or a damaged tool which has worn smooth

any damaged regions (also filling of the damaged region*s

voids with titanium which may allow the tool to behave as if

sharp). Since these low force levels exist for distances

cut of over 2 inches, the force traces are not coincidental

but rather are an important indicator of possible benefits

of high speed cutting.

This reductionin force would indicate that significant

changes in material properties or cutting conditions had

occurred [see table 10-1]. The chip formation did remain

segmental. This is consistent with recent high speed

studies on titanium [,5 ].

This force decrease gives incentive to increase speed

if suitable tooling is developed. The major tool damage

observed at the higher speeds was fracturing of the tool

edge (see figure 10-2). The BZN layer appears fractured
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while underneath it the carbide substrate has plastically

deformed, presumably due to the high temperatures (see

figure 10-3). Professor Kramer, who did extensive work with

tool cratering in the previous study [20], notes that the

photo of the tool rake face shows cratering at the tool.edge

region of smallest contact length. He proposes that the

tool fracture is caused by extreme crater wear which has

weakened the tool edge until it fractures. He states that

this type of wear was observed in the earlier titanium study

[20] and that at this high speed, the damage occurs too fast

to monitor. The major points of the previous study are

presented in reference [87].

The lack of chipping could. be due to the higher

frequency of the segmentation, now being above the natural

frequency of the tool insert. Along with cratering, an

additional cause of large scale fracture may be due to the

loss of support of the BZN layer as the carbide substrate

softens with the high temperatures (see figure 10-3).

It was also observed that the layering of Titanium seen

on the tools at lower speed up to 650 SFPM, was not on the

high test speed tools., To check the possibility of a

variance in friction between BZN tools in contact with.

titanium and carbide tools in contact with titanium, the

author ran force tests with RNG grade K-68 and BZN round

insert tools. There was no measurable difference in forces.
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Table 10-1 Forces At High Speed Cutting Using

Lathe Tests At: .005 in/rev
BZN RNG-43,

BZN

.100 inch Depth,
Instrumented Tool:-Holder

Speed (SFPM)

200 SFPM

1000

1500

Vertical Force (lb)

98. lb

98.

78.

2500 33.
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Chapter 11

Lubrication with Rotary Tools

In an attempt to try the idea that a rotary tool could

provide continuous lubrication to the tool-chip contact

area, experiments were run on a lathe using a rotary tool

designed and built at M.I.T. during the 1950*s (see figure

11-1) [43]. This tool ultilized a 45 degree negative rake,

which caused the tool to rotate in a counter-clockwise

direction (as viewed from above the tool holder. This is

not the prefered direction, since the chip normally flows

upward and is now constrained to flow in a downward curving

motion. Komanduri provides an overview of the mechanics of

the rotary tool and describes various other designs in

referrence [80]. This inserts available were of unknown

carbide and HSS composition, so the tests were run at 50,

100, and 200 SFPM. The standard cut dimensions used with a

rotary lathe tool are a heavy feed and light depth of cut so

the original feed was .100 in/rev and a depth of .025 inch.

This produced a helical pattern on the surface, so the tool

was then run at .005 in/rev and .100 inch depth of cut.

The first problem encountered in the initial dry tests,

is that the chips tend. to rap around the entire tool cutting

edge. This was counteracted on some of the MIT tools by

grinding notches into the cutting edge. This acts as a

crude chip breaker and prevents the wrapping around of the

chip. The drawback to this method of chip breaking is that

the surface finish is affected by the notches. It will be
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stated that in a milling situation, the intermittent nature

of the milling process should alleviate the problem of long

chips.

Unfortunately, the chip produced cutting dry was still

segmental presumably because the rotation of the tool was

driven by the rubbing motion of the tool flank against the

workpiece and not by the tool-chip friction on the rake

face. Since the chip cross-sectioning showed a continuous

chip when the lubrication eliminated the tool-chip friction

(see Chap 9), the rotary tool might produce a continuous

chip if the tool-chip friction could be used to turn *the

tool. Then as the tool turned, it would draw lubrication

into the tool-chip interface. - Since lubrication would

always be present, a continuous chip formation could

prevail. This would then eliminate the chipping damage from

the large force fluctuations.

To test the continuous lubrication idea, Braycote 600

grease and Mobil "Turbo" synthetic oil were tried

separately. The Braycote 600 lubricant was squeezed onto

the cutting edge and the Turbo oil was poured onto the

cutting edge, while the cutter rotated. It could not be

observed if the lubricants were drawn into the contact area.

by the rotating tool. Although both lubricants produced a

better surface finish and less chip build up on the tool

then a dry cut, the actual chip formation remained

segmental. This could be due to the rotation direction of

the tool not allowing the lubrication to be completely drawn
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in to the contact area. Thus the ideal low friction

interface condition could not be met.

The only company presently commercially manufacturing

rotary cutting tools is Rotary Technologies Corp. in

Gardena, Calf.. Figure 11-2 shows a picture of one of their

milling cutter. The author had hoped to try one of their

rotary milling cutters,, but did not receive it in time to

get any results.

This idea of using a rotary tool to draw lubrication on

to the tool rake face did not work with the M.I.T. tool,

but the technique was by no means optimized. Therefore this

should be a area of continued research as this idea is the

only possible means of providing continuous lubrication

presently known to the author.
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Chapter 12

- Analysis

The three important aspects of the investigation which

need to be analyzed are; why the grease needs to be highly

viscous, why the chip formation at entry is changed with the

grease lubrication, and why the tool wear mechanism of

chipping is affected by the reduction of flank rubbing.

A analysis of the force traces can enlighten the

positive effects of the grease lubrication. Refer first to

figure 2-2 which shows the the formation of a segment with

the characteristic wedge shape. Since the formation of the

chip is a two stage process, the first stage being the

plastic formation of the wedge and the second stage being

the shearing action along the intense shear zone, the force

trace should have a sawtooth shape pattern for each segment

(see figure 12-1). The ramp side of the triangle sawtooths

corresponds to the plastic deformation of the wedge, while

the near vertical drop corresponds to the drop in force

after the segment shears.

The force traces exhibit the sawtooth pattern expected

but also contain a DC force level (see figure 12-2). Some

of the DC component may be accounted for by the possible

overlapping of segment formations. If a segment starts

forming before the previous segment has sheared, the forces

will be superimposed on each other (see figures 12-3 and

12-4). This will cause a apparent DC component to exist.
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The rest of the DC force can be attributed to the

rubbing forces, drag on the tool from the chip, and

deformation forces on the workpiece under the flank. The

use of the grease lubrication showed a reduction in the

cutting force throughout the intermittent cuts on the lathe.

On the other hand, the cross-sections of these chips showed

that the chip formation process is influenced for

approximately only .040 inch, this can not account for the

reduction of force throughout the cut. Therefore the

reduction of force must be due to changes at the flank, that

is reductions of the flank rubbing and workpiece surface

deformation forces.

This reduction of forces at the flank is believed to be

the major improvement in tool life caused by use of the

grease lubrication. The reasoning behind this conclusion is

that flank forces are applied at the tool cutting edge and

are additive to the severe force fluctuations caused by the

segmenting chip formation (see figure 12-5). (The

segmenting chip forces were constant in magnitude whether or

not grease lubrication was applied.) In conclusion, a 30%

reduction in the DC forces appears to lower the stresses at

the tool edge enough that the tool can withstand "infinite"

cyclic loading. Unfortunately, S-N type data curves have

not been developed for carbides, so that no tool life

predictions can be made.
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To develop a theory as to why the continuous chip was

produced at the beginning of the cuts requires some insight

into the force directions and the strain conditions.

The standard force diagram [shown in figure 12-6] shows

a resultant force (Fr) from the combination of the cutting

force (Fc) and the friction force (Ff) acting downward into

the workpiece. The direction of the resultant force can be

changed by various parameters, especially the rake angle and

frictional force. The reduction of the friction force will

cause the resultant force to shift direction, with a

hypothetical zero friction force causing the resultant 'to

correspond exactly to the cutting force (see figure 12-7).

The point of this stems from the the observation Prof.

Cook reported, that either proper conditions of lubrication

or high positive rake angles could produce a continuous chip

formation in titanium [9]. (The author tried running tests

with a 45 degree positive rake angle HSS tool, but the heat

buildup at the cutting edge destroyed the tool before any

data could be collected to retest Prof. Cook*s

observation.) Both of the cited conditions which may produce

a continuous chip would have the effect on the resultant

force of raising it upwards in figure 12-6. Komanduri notes

that lowering friction and increasing rake angles positively

will lower strain in the shear zone [78].
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Another point to keep in mind is that as the tool

advances material. must separate at the tool tip regardless

of the-type of chip formation (see figure 12-8).

Using a simple model, the effect of the direction of

the resultant force can be shown to either favor shearing or

plastic deformation of the work material. Figure 12-9 show

an element of material ahead of the tool with the forces

acting on it. The resultant force is shown normal to the

tool face as the case with no friction. Here the material

will shear along the maximum shear stress direction. These

force directions will also favor the crack opening ahead of

the tool. Figure 12-10 shows the case where the resultant

force is downward into the workpiece. The forces

constraining the element will favor plastic deformation

since the shear plane does not lie along the direction of

the force. Also the crack ahead of the tool is in

compression loading with these force directions.

Therefore a continous chip will be produced- when the

resultant force is near horizontal in the force figure (see

figure 12-7). This condition can be meet by reducing the

frictional force on the tool rake face by either good

lubrication or use of a.large positive rake angle.

An adaptation of a more complex model will also show

this relationship between the reduction of friction and the

formation of a continuous chip.
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To further theorize why the resultant force direction

may change the chip formation process, a model of continuous

chip will be examined closer. Prof. Von Turkovich has

refined the model of the continuous chip and developed a

deformation model which shows that a continuous chip is

actually composed of two distinct regions (layers, lamellae)

[77]. One layer has some minor plastic deformation, while

the other layer is intensely sheared material [see figure

12-11]. The thickness of the two layers are designated 2d

for the intense sheared layer, and 2D for the layer of minor

deformation. This model was developed after microscop.ic

examinations of continuous chips which showed the two

distinct layers (In general, 2D >> 2d). This now appears to

be similar to the segmented chip as previously described!

Using this model, the strain in' the two lamellae can be

geometrically developed [see figure 12-12].

The relative ease of the two strains will dictate the

size of each lamella. Quoting von Turkovich,"As in the

segmented chip, the tool deforms the thick lamella first,

until deformation in the thinner layer will proceed more

easily because of some instablity process, then the

deformation of the thick lamella will stop and further

shearing is concentrated in the thin layer" [77].

The other important aspect of the chip formation

process is that material separates along the line ABC (in

figure 12-12) and as shown in figure 12-13, as the tool

advances through the thick lamel.la, either tearing or
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cracking. Von Turkovich assumes for analysis that a . crack

is propagating ahead of the tool. He assumes that the crack

initially starts at high speed and gradually slows in the

plastic medium ahead of the tool until it blunts and stops.

Because of this crack, the thick lamella can be bent up

(see figure 12-14). Von Turkovich further shows that the

crack closes up and the thin layer fractures, with a new

crack developing (see figure 12-15 and figure 12-16). He

notes that this "bending" can occur for parameters of a

slightly negative rake angle, low shear angle (as titanium)

and a small friction force. Note-these conditions have a

downward resultant force. This bending is compared by von

Turkovich "to the process of peeling off a layer in a strong

but relatively brittle solid combined with segmental

shearing." [77]. The author interprets this bending as the

mechanism which causes segmentation, and the elimination of

the "bending" by reducing traction on the tool face as the

resulting benefit of the grease which causes the continuous

chip.

For this paper's result, the use of a grease

lubrication is believed to change the resultant force upward

enough to eliminate the "bending" effect, in other words a

simple wedge effect is created which favors shearing of the

thin lamella (see figure 12-17).
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The functional dependence of the grease lubricant on

viscosity, is theorized to be due to the formation of a

squeeze film by the grease. Under increased loading,

viscosity actually increases [83]. Even if viscosity is

assumed constant, a calculation of the pressures possible in

a squeeze film (see figure 12-18) show that with a film

thickness of .0003 inch, the pressure is above the cutting

stress levels on the tool.

titanium ultimate tensile stress=130,000. psi

squeeze film load support=144,000. psi

Therefore as long as the grease squeeze film can exist,

there may not even be metal to metal contact. On the other

side of the viscosity question, if the lubricant is not

viscous enough, it will simply flow (or be squeezed out) of

the contact area and flank region. This is believed to be

the reason why common lubricants did not have any benefit.
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Conclusions

The results of this study were:

1. At conventional cutting speeds, titanium forms a segmental

chip, the segment spacing approximately equal to the uncut

chip thickness (feed).

2. The dominant mechanism of tool wear while milling titanium is

chipping of the tool edge.

3. This chipping is caused by the force fluctuations on the tool

resulting from the formation of a segmental chip combined

with high static forces on the tool flank.

4. The use of a viscous lubricant allowed tool life to be

increased by a factor of 10 over dry, water based flood

lubricants, and mist lubricants at a speed of 360. SFPM.

5. Any attempt to use coolants to lower interface cutting

temperatures is not beneficial because of the low thermal

conductivity of titanium. Also, use of water based

lubrication may cause 'thermal shocking of carbide tools-

(thermal fatigue).

6. The benefits of the viscous lubrication were caused by the

reduction in the flank forces, as well as the lubrication

of the tool-chip contact area at entry which changed the

chip formation to a continuous chip, eliminating force

fluctuations.

7. The viscosity of the lubrication is important, as the
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lubricant can form a squeeze film which prevents

tool-chip metal-to-metal contact.

8. At higher cutting speeds above 1000 SFPM, the cutting forces

decreased. At 2500 SFPM the forces decreased to 50% of

the values recorded below 1000 SFPM.

9. The theory of possible entry impact damage to the tool

has been shown to be incorrect, as the forces ramp up

to a peak value, rather than a sharp impact.

10. By cross-sectioning the chips, the effectiveness of the

lubrication can traced using micrographs.

11. The Burmah-Castrol Braycote 600 grease allowed a further

increase in the radial width of cut used in peripherial

milling at the 360 SFPM test speed, and displayed the best

performance of all lubricants tested.
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